Dharruk (AC), Dharuk (SAW, poss. AIAS), Daruk (O'G, 'RLS')

An unpublished manuscript by Lang in the Mitchell Library is not mentioned in 'RLS'.

'man': dhalai or guri (AC from early sources)

89Ac* 'Iora' ('Sydney') Between southern shore of Port Jackson & northern shore of Botany Bay, west across northern shore of Port Jackson, possibly only short distance - bounded by Lane Cove River (AC)

wangel, Waranj, Cadigal, Bidjigal (Names on AC's map)

'man': dhalai or guri (AC from early sources)

89. c. Kuri Subgroup

The name of this subgroup has been retained by Wurm in the 1970 classification, though its composition has been changed somewhat by recent studies of Capell, notably the addition of another dialect, which Capell calls Kuringgai. Gamerraigal classified by O'Grady et al with Yuin languages, has been assigned now to the Kuri Subgroup. Wurm has included in this subgroup also three dialects that have been tentatively classified in this revision as belonging to the Iora Subgroup. (See 89A above). This separate subgrouping has been made on the findings of Capell that the difference between the two languages of the Port Jackson area is at a language not a dialect level, chiefly because structurally the Iora Subgroup have affiliations with north coast languages and the Kuri Subgroup are affix-transferring.

89.1 Darkinung About Wollombi & the upper Macdonald regions south to Hawkesbury River (AC)

Darkinung (O'G, 'RLS'), Darginyung (SAW), Darginjung (AC, AIAS)
There is a vocabulary by Tuckerman in 'AR' not mentioned in 'RLS'.

'man': guri (AC from early sources); koori (C:189)

89.2a Wanarua  Upper Hunter River  S68 (AIAS S63)

Wanarua (SAW, AC, AIAS, O'G, 'RLS')

'man': kurri  (C: 188)

89.2b Awaba  Lake Macquarie area to probably not very far south of the lake (AC)

Awaba (AC, prob. AIAS), Awabakal (O'G, 'RLS'), Awabagal (AC, AIAS orig.), Awabakal (Threlkeld- tribal name-AC)

It is an affix-transferring language like Dharawal, (SAW).

'man': guri (gurri)  (AC from early sources)

89.2c* Guringgay  North side of Port Jackson extending at least to Tuggerah Lakes (AC)

Kuringgai (AC), Guringgay (AIAS)

A new language name discovered by Capell. Its location on the northern shores of Port Jackson northwards was originally thought to be Dharruk territory. It is affiliated with Awaba and its territory merged into Awakabal territory somewhere south of Lake Macquarie. It is affix-transferring like Awaba and Dharawal. A vocabulary by Threlkeld entitled Karea and a manuscript vocabulary by Mann probably refer to the Caringgal tribe (AC). There is also a short vocabulary by Larmer.

'man': guri (gurri)  (AC)

89.2d* Gameraigal  Northern shores of Port Jackson and as far north at least as Broken Bay (AC)